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Support Arizona Outdoors by Hank Deutsch, GVR Cycling President

The recent February 10 commentary on the Opinion page of Tucson’s Arizona Daily Star urged
readers and outdoor enthusiasts to appreciate and promote outdoor recreation. Current
outdoor recreation data indicates a major increase in outdoor activities during the Covid crisis
that includes hiking, cycling, camping and many other forms of outdoor recreation.
Currently there is Arizona State Legislative movement to form a state wide Office of Outdoor
Recreation similar to that found in neighboring states. The legislature has held hearings on
proposed legislation to promote, coordinate and endorse the increased interest in the diverse
Arizona outdoor recreation resources.
To participate and support this effort, Kirk Astroth, of the Network for Arizona Trails and Vice
President of the Sonoran Desert Mountain Bicyclists Club, urges interested persons to join the
“Network for Arizona Trails” - https://pnts.org/new/summit-for-arizona-trails-2/ - to expand
outdoor recreational resources in Arizona.

Check Out the New Club Logo

The top of our newsletter now sports the outstanding logo designed by member Chuck Hill.
This will also appear on the club website. It is now bike gender neutral – bi/tri/e/unicycle – so
take your pick! Thanks to Chuck for bringing his skill and effort into designing this new look.
Anyone for T-shirts?

2021 Ride of Silence Cancelled

The Santa Cruz Valley Bicycle Advocate Committee has announced it is cancelling the 2021 Ride
of Silence scheduled for May 17th due to Covid epidemic safety concerns. They had planned to
honor local rider Fred Dillenmuth who died in a 2019 biking/car accident. The ride will resume
in 2022 and honor him then. SCVBAC will be offering suggestions at a later date for ways in
which cyclists can safely commemorate the event this year.

Options for Cycle Touring in 2021 and Beyond

The mailbox is starting to fill up with Cycle Touring Companies advertising tours of various parts
of the United States for the coming year. In ordinary times one might already have booked a
tour by this time of the year but most people are still uncertain about the viability of any travel
for 2021. America by Bike is a well-established company offering both cross-country and
regional tour events - https://americabybicycle.com/. It has a number of cross-country routes
but most itineraries are fairly challenging with daily rides averaging 60 miles or more.
If you are looking for something a little more relaxed, you might want to consider a tour with
Senior Cycling - https://seniorcycling.com/. This company caters to riders 50 and older and has
regional rides that focus on Florida, New England, the Midwest and Colorado. Rides are fully
supported and average about 35 miles a day.
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After mentioning just two companies, I haven’t even scratched the surface of all the options.
These include some larger companies like REI Adventures - https://www.rei.com/adventures,
VBT - https://www.rei.com/adventures, Backroads - https://www.backroads.com/, and
smaller ones like Bubba’s Pampered Pedalers - https://www.bubbaspamperedpedalers.com/.
The list could go on and on.
If you have companies or trips you would recommend, feel free to forward your
recommendations that can be shared with other members of the club to the newsletter editor
– tom.wilsted@uconn.edu.

Wanting a Second Career in the Bicycle Industry?

Josh Lipton, who owns Campfire Cycling and who did a presentation at our January Zoom
meeting, is looking for a shop manager for his Tucson store. For more information, go to:
https://www.campfirecycling.com/bike-shopmanager?utm_source=Customers&utm_campaign=3d04d25125EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_06_10_11_04_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_a2cf29c
c32-3d04d25125-233519097&mc_cid=3d04d25125&mc_eid=1561878249.

Comparing Potential Cycling Trip Destinations

2022 is coming up and you are finally ready to plan some cycling trips. You look at the bike
company brochures and you read their reviews trying to get an idea of which trip would be the
most rewarding. Do you want to do the Natchez Trace or do you want to ride the Katy Trail?
Do you want to go riding in Australia or to New Zealand? If you want to get more detailed
information about what it is like to ride different routes from the U.S to Europe to Asia, Bike
Sleep Bike maintains an interactive website of personal blogs kept by people who have ridden
some of the trails you might be considering https://bikesleepbike.com/?utm_source=bikebits&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20210
203_BikeBits. The website covers 6 continents (sorry there is no blog about biking in Antarctic).
The blogs contain descriptions of trips, photos, things to see and descriptions of experiences.
Happy reading (and planning)!

Rewards - Joanie’s Feed Zone by Joanie Rogucki, RDN

Goal setting is well underway; you may have accomplished your goal(s) as our President Hank
Deutsch found with measurement, he was right on with hydration needs. Kudos to Hank. Time
for Hank to mosey up to his goal setting to assure he is offering himself rewards for completion.
Why would we include rewards as part of our goal setting and what is a good reward?
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Great question: When used in tandem with a SMART Goal the reward can motivate us to
complete goals and to indeed construct our goals to be attainable and to revise accordingly. A
good reward is so personal and must be in alignment with the individual that is doing the goal
setting. For instance, I set up a reward “to get a manicure “after my goal was completed “to be
able to write after my hand surgery”. Thankfully, Green Valley has multiple locations that are
COVID19 friendly and I will feel
safe as well as enjoy
pampering myself.

As you decide how to reward
yourself consider “nonfood rewards”. Many rewards that are food related can lead to sabotaging your goal setting
and may lead to challenging your lifestyle changes. That said I believe there is no bad food;
however, there is appropriate portions. As noted, before “the personalization” is your key to
finding the “right reward”. As a cyclist the list is endless, to mention a few: a new jersey or kit,
a new bike, a bike fit, a new saddle, a bike tune up, a ride on the loop, anew helmet, a new bike
bag, a shopping spree at
your bicycle shop, oh,
and a very cool reward
like a bike camper.
Celebrate each
just revised goals.

victory…no failures

References:
(1) Smart Goals:
https://naisaglobal.org/use-s-m-r-t-goals-set-success/
(2) Rewards: https://www.eatthis.com/ideas-to-reward-yourself/

Some Tips for Beginning Cyclists by Diane Sawyer

1. Always, always wear a helmet. I mean it! A friend of mine who was about 40 at the

time went for a very short bike ride near home and didn’t think she needed a helmet.
She stopped at a beach pullout to see the view and as she was leaving a car pulled in
and didn’t see her. I guess they were looking at the view too and the car hit her!!! She
went over the hood and landed on her head minus a helmet. The result wasn’t great!!!
2. Don’t start with clip-on shoes. I did and at first kept forgetting you had to twist to get
your foot free before stopping and fell off a few times. Once this happened at a stop
sign in front of a car which was also stopping. The poor woman driver was pretty shook
up. I was fine and the fall was in slow motion and I was about 40 years younger than I
am now!!! If you decide on biking shoes that clip on I suggest riding on the perimeter of
a parking lot near grass so that if/when you fall at least you will land on grass.
3. Don’t slam on the brakes when stopping. If you squeeze too fast you could send
yourself over the top of the bike. Check out which brake controls the front wheel and
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4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

which controls the rear. Play with the brakes in a parking lot which is deserted so that
you can improve your skills.
Always bring water and a snack with you when you leave on your bike. If you should get
a flat you could be out in the sun much longer than expected.
Be sure you have a mirror on your bike or on your helmet. Traffic and other bikers
coming behind can startle you and I find it is good to know what is happening behind
me. Sometimes you can move farther right when the traffic is coming up behind you.
This is especially important when a car is coming toward and behind you and the one
behind cannot easily pass on your left.
Keep in mind that drivers who are backing up from a parking space or have just gotten
into their car and are planning to begin driving aren’t thinking about seeing a person on
a bike. Their mind is not telling them to look out for a biker. They are looking for cars
and signs. Often drivers back out a bit before looking. Are you behind them thinking you
have the right of way??? Really!! Be defensive and think no one sees you!!!
Bring a patch kit with you for flats. You may not know how to change one, but others
will probably stop and help you. You will get a free lesson in tire patching as a bonus!!!
Wear padded gloves when biking. If you have arthritis it is very helpful to have on
padded gloves for when riding on rough pavement. I even bought a pair of gloves that a
professional machine operator wears which are expensive but super protective. They
have been super helpful at times when the arthritis is acting up.
Adjust your seat!!! Knee pain is not fun and riding with your seat at the wrong height
can create major knee pain. Check at a bike shop or with a friend who is an experienced
biker to get a better seat height adjustment.
Don’t do other things while biking like answering the phone or eating. We’re too old to
do two things at once, don’t you think. I know I am!!!

The above article will also appear on the club’s website in case you want to share it later with a
relative or friend who is just taking up cycling.

Today’s Photo

Wanting an e-bike and can’t afford one. If you have a battery powered drill sitting unused on
your workbench, here is one option.
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Lego Cycling Lanes

For those of you with grandchildren who are Lego fanatics or for those adults (like my son) who
enjoy working with gigantic Lego sets, here is the story about how Lego decided to add bike
lanes to its cityscape - https://www.theverge.com/2021/1/31/22252640/lego-bike-lane-citiescars-ideas-street?emci=b35c3427-8065-eb11-9889-00155d43c992&emdi=71d66c4f-4166eb11-9889-00155d43c992&ceid=6393371 .

Building Leg Strength for Cycling & Life by Jay Tapper

Many of the leg strengthening articles that are written for cycling may not be practical
for older adults. Planks, lunges and Olympic Style lifts may increase the chance of muscle and
joint discomfort which may hinder your cycling and other physical activities that you enjoy.
There are other more conservative and practical ways to increase lower leg strength to
improve your cycling and enhance your mobility of the bike.
Here are some strategies for improving lower leg strength on the bike.
1. Use your Bike to build strength. Increase leg strength by including hilly terrain.
2. Do timed interval sets where you push bigger gears. Incorporate short sprints.
The most important thing to remember is that just being on your bike riding different
routes, terrains, speeds and distances will improve and maintain leg strength. If you want to
add some leg strengthening do practical exercises that will help you improve your mobility and
movement off the bike.
For some off the bike home exercises see the attached exercises.
1. Chair Squat (Use Pillow to reduce height of squat when beginning).
2. Single Leg Squat (Keep depth of squat to a comfortable level.).
3. Walk.
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El Grupo - a Cycling Cause Worthy of Support

El Grupo - https://www.elgrupocycling.org/ - is a youth riding group in Tucson that began in
2004 to encourage young riders to expand their riding ability and to participate is cycle racing.
Initially started as part of Bicas, it became a separate non-profit in 2007 and now has a paid
staff and its own clubhouse. It reaches all young riders and its younger riders – El Grupito – are
active in bike camping. It is currently seeking more volunteers to work with riders, as board
members and as donors. It this is something of interest, check it out their website. We hope to
have a presentation from the group during our fall programming. If you need more
information, contact: Sean Pantellere, El Grupo Youth Cycling, tel. 857-540-0061 or email,
sean@elgrupocycling.org.

Links to Interesting Articles
Buying a Bike – Part 2

Includes tips on both buying and selling a bike - https://www.adventurecycling.org/blog/newto-you-part2/?ruid=437746&utm_source=bikebits&utm_campaign=20210217_BikeBits&utm_medium=em
ail

27.5 or 29 inch wheels - How About a Titanosaur Instead?

Curve Cycling, an Australian company, is developing a prototype 36” wheel gravel bike https://bikerumor.com/2021/02/09/curve-cycling-tease-prototype-titanosaur-36er-gravel-bikefor-outback-riding/. Designed specifically for long stretches of corregated outback roads, it may
become a perfect mountain bike for tall riders. Stay tuned!

Traveling North or East with Your Bike?

If you are traveling north or east with your cycle in the near future here is an article about five
newly designated cycling routes that would be interesting rides https://www.adventurecycling.org/members/news/five-new-u-s-bicycle-routes-to-celebrate-inthe-new-year/?utm_source=BE&utm_campaign=20210210_Member+Newsletter. They range
from 7 to 119 miles in length and include the states of Maryland, New York, West Virginia,
North Dakota and the District of Columbia.

Only the Dutch Would Do It

If you are traveling to Holland and want to visit a museum without leaving your bike go to the
Dutch War Museum at Overloon - https://bicycledutch.wordpress.com/2019/10/23/cyclingthrough-a-museum/. The museum is part of a 59 kilometer bike path that covers events that
occurred during the World War II.
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Positive Covid Outcomes – New Bike Lanes for New York City

The increase in cycling traffic in New York City has resulted in creating new cycling lanes
crossing both the Brooklyn and Queensboro bridges. The space for the lanes will be taken from
automobile lanes and will have barriers separating the cycle lanes from auto traffic https://nyc.streetsblog.org/2021/01/28/breaking-mayor-will-create-more-space-for-cyclistson-brooklyn-queensboro-bridges-by-taking-space-from-drivers/?emci=b35c3427-8065-eb119889-00155d43c992&emdi=71d66c4f-4166-eb11-9889-00155d43c992&ceid=6393371.

Why Buy an e-Bike When You Can Rent

The Revel electric scooter/bike rental company is offering a monthly e-bike rental plan to New
Yorkers for $99 per month - https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/revel-introduces-adollar99-a-month-e-bike-subscription-for-nyc-residents/ar-BB1dINZT. The program includes
free delivery and maintenance.

Bikes For Sale
Tandem 2010 Co-Motion - 53/51

Bike is in excellent mechanical condition. Sold together with a trailer hitch tandem rack. Price
complete: $1000...The bike is in excellent mechanical shape. Call for more information or to
arrange to see/test.
Telephone: 520-399 3772. E-mail: rye812@gmail.com

GT Tequesta Mountain Bike

Rock Shox, SPD pedals, currently has road tires mounted but two new mountain bike tires
included. Price: $250. Call for more information or to arrange to see/test.
Telephone: 520-399 3772. E-mail: rye812@gmail.com
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Deadline For the Next Newsletter Issue: March 29th

Today’s GVR Cycling Zoom Meeting

Please join us today on Wednesday March 17 at 3pm via Zoom for the GVR Cycling monthly
meeting.
The program features Chuck Hill and mountain bicycling trails in the Green Valley Area.
Wear green if you're Irish, or would like to be Irish, since it's St. Patrick's day.

April GVR Cycling Zoom Meeting

Bicas will present a session on basic bicycle maintenance on Wednesday, April 21 via Zoom. Our
instructor is Linus Kaye, a Bicas mechanic and educator. Information on a connection will be
sent the week prior to the meeting.

Cycling Club Dues Renewal

2021 GVR Cycling Club $10 membership was due January 1. Board members agreed to extend
members a grace period ending April 1. If dues are not paid by that time, you will no longer
receive the club newsletter or invitations to meetings. Dues renewal is easy. You can mail a
check for $10 to: GVR Cycling Club, PO Box 326, Green Valley, AZ 85622 or if you prefer using a
credit card, go to our online payment site: https://www.gvrcycling.org/membership.html#/.
You will know you forgot to renew your membership when the club newsletter with its mix of
important, funny, and esoteric cycling news stops reaching your email inbox in April.

Is Mindful Eating or Intuitive Eating Right for Me? By Joanie Rogucki RDN
We are constantly bombarded with messages from social media and our peers about what is
the best “diet”. It is not a coincidence that both “Mindful Eating and Intuitive Eating” are
getting another look from the general public looking to “be at a healthy weight”. People seem
to run these plans together but they are quite different.

The picture of a placemat is a humorous way of looking at Mindful Eating. The placemat also
tells you what is happening when you practice Mindful Eating. The focus is on the moment.
You are asked to use your senses, to really taste your food, to do this eating slowly, without
distractions. This non-diet is intense and in no way can you jump into eating every bite
mindfully. Rather like any training program you slowly build for maximum performance. Why is
that beneficial to you as an athlete? I am reminded of my nightly routine as I make my
breakfast for the next day. I make a “snack” to eat right then. I am never hungry at that point it
is just part of the routine. I understood my habit was to shut down eating for the night not for
hunger or for fueling. Recently I started paying attention to the taste and balancing “the snack”
to include dairy or substitute, a fruit and a protein. Sitting at the table I look at the dish first and
look at the food, I slowly eat using all the instructions you see on the placemat. This helped me
to understand the reasons I was eating, allowing me to encourage a fueling opportunity as well
as enjoyment of my “snack”.
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Intuitive Eating is different as all your eating is designed so that you eat based with how you
feel and what you want to eat. Not hungry? Don’t eat until you want to. That is a simplification
of a complex strategy that is meant to encourage you to listen to your body for eating cues. We
are born with an innate ability to know when we were hungry. We cried when we were hungry
or wet. We did not eat between meals as our body told us what we needed to eat to survive. As
we matured we blocked out those senses and listened to everything else around us. Indeed,
Intuitive Eating can help us to redevelop those senses. However, as an endurance athlete you
must fuel no matter whether you feel like it or not. Our senses are blunted by so many things as
well as experiencing cravings.
What to do…. follow a scheduled balanced eating pattern. If performance is your focus eat
accordingly. Eating outside of the eating plan should be occasional and enjoyed without guilt.
Guilt negates the pleasure and assigns a negative connotation. The guiltier we feel the less
likely we are to stop at a savvy portion size. Questions? I have attached links that supply
information on both eating strategies. I have also included a link to a Registered Dietitian. To
follow this path, I recommend resourcing a nutrition professional. This information should not
supersede your health care provider recommendations. Enjoy every bite and personalize your
plate for your lifestyle.
Resources:
https://myplate.gov (balanced eating pattern)
https://blog.myfitnesspal.com/?p=48895 https://amihungry.com/
https://blog.myfitnesspal.com/ an-athletes-guide-to-intuitive-eating/ (mindful eating)
https://www.patientfusion.com/doctor/hana-feeney-ms-rd-40496
https://www.dietaryguidelines.gov/ (balanced eating pattern)
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Another Accolade for “The Loop”

Tucson’s Chuck Huckleberry Loop recently the USA Today’s Reader’s Choice Award as the best
Recreational Trail in the United States. Other well-known cycling trails on the list included
Missouri’s Katy Trail, Pennsylvania’s Great Allegheny Passage and the District of Columbia’s C &
O Canal Towpath. For more information about the process and the others in the top ten, go to:
https://www.10best.com/awards/travel/best-recreational-trail/.

Cycling Safety - Have You Ever Been Doored? By Diane Sawyer

The bike lane on Abrego Drive is pretty wide, don’t you think? The traffic is light and it’s fairly
easy to ride around the walkers who prefer walking in the bike lane instead of the sidewalk. No
danger there! However, this isn’t as true as one might think.
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I was recently riding along Abrego thinking about my afternoon activities when I spied two cars
parked in the bike lane ahead of me. OK, no problem! I signaled the car behind me I was
moving into the traffic lane and kept on pedaling until suddenly the first car’s door opened and
a long hiking stick (maybe 6 feet long) appears right in front of my eyes!!! Whoa!!! I quickly
veered further into the lane of traffic and luckily missed the hiking stick, the big man exiting and
his car door. That’s what is called being “Doored.”
Now let’s consider what could have happened. Suppose the fellow in the first car had opened
his car door just I got to his car and I had run into the door or even worse, into him. I could have
been injured and perhaps he would have been injured as well. As I continued on, I thought
about my potential danger and what I might have needed to do in that situation. I am on the
ground and I have scrapes, broken bones or am unconscious. Now what?
1. Do I have my cell phone with me to call 911? Is it fully charged?
2. Do I have my medical cards? Of course, that will be the first thing I will be asked when
arriving for treatment.
3. Do I have allergies to medications or other allergies? How will the treatment facility
know what I am allergic to if I am unconscious?
4. Is there someone (relative) who should be called? Where is that phone number? If I am
unconscious, do I have a ROAD ID bracelet or something comparable with contact
information that a first responder can find?
5. Do I have a first aid kit on my bike in case the injuries I sustain are minor?
When you leave home think about what you should have with you whether you ride with a
group or especially when you are riding alone.
Stay tuned for the next article on what you should carry when out riding.

Arizona’s Three Foot Passing Rule

Arizona law specifies that cars passing a bicycle must give a three foot distance between the car
and the bike. However, the AZDOT’s driver’s manual does not specify that this also applies
when a rider is in a bike lane and many drivers believe that the three foot rule does not apply in
such cases. The Coalition of Arizona Bicyclists is working with the Arizona DOT to change the
current driver’s manual to specify how the three foot rule should be interpreted http://hosted.verticalresponse.com/556656/4b6db488a3/1639502629/4434c466c2/.
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The 10-10-10 Group Is Out on the Trail

A photo below of the 10-10-10 on a recent ride. The group which rides each Thursday and is
gaining numbers and bringing people back to cycling. For ride information, contact Karen
Rainford at 651-454-5487 or at karen.rainford@gmail.com.

Mountain Bike West Desert Trail Maintenance

Freeport-MoRan which owns land on which the West Desert Mountain Bike Trail is located will
be conducting some initial maintenance in the area that may impact trail riders. This will occur
over the next couple of weeks and additional maintenance may occur later in the year. Riders
should give way to maintenance vehicles allowing them access.

"My City HATES Me Because I Ride a Bike. Here's WHY!!"

An interesting video by a Calgary, Canada cyclist describing how cities and towns are dominated
by their car culture and how changes can be made to become more cycling friendly https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yXsiyK6Z_sI.

Too Many Flat Tires?

A recent article in Bicycling magazine gives some good tips on how to avoid getting flats tires:
https://www.bicycling.com/repair/a20042434/how-to-prevent-a-flat-tire/?source=nl. Nothing
is foolproof but some good ideas are included.
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Today’s Photo

82-year-old club members Chuck Hill & Jim Jordan riding on Route 82 to Patagonia

Cycle Training: Going from the Sofa to Riding 35 Miles

Britain’s Cycling Magazine offers a free 10 week training program for beginners or those
returning to cycling https://issuu.com/futurepublishing/docs/cyw_aruk_trainingplan?fr=sYTUxOTMxMDYwNDY.
The article provides a range of riding, rest days and cross training over a ten week period to
meet your goal. All distances are in kilometers but just multiply that number by .6 to get your
mileage – 10 kilometers=6 miles. If you decide to take the challenge, write us and tell your
fellow club members how it went.

Solo Riding Tips

Since many of us are riding solo right now, here are some tips from a recent GABA Newsletter
for safely riding alone:
1. Tell someone where you will be riding
2. Ride familiar routes
3. Consider using tracking technology on your phone or bike computer to help someone find
you if something goes wrong.
4. Ride familiar routes
5. When stopping at traffic lights, stop signs, and/or Loop rest/washroom areas with
congestion, following social distancing guidelines and wearing masks is recommended.
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Bicycling Across the World

A new book describes around the world cycling by a group of Indian Parsis covering the period
1923 to 1942 - https://www.thehindu.com/life-and-style/travel/the-bicycle-diaries-detailshow-12-cyclists-set-out-as-global-explorers-from-1923-to-1942/article33762013.ece. Journeys
were all done on single speed push bikes and covered distances up to 5400 miles and took up
to ten months’ time. The book is not available on Amazon but details on ordering are in the
article.

Masked While Riding?

If you wear a mask for Covid protection while riding you might want to read a Bicycling article
on how to make you mask safer and more effective: https://www.bicycling.com/healthnutrition/a35597333/how-to-make-your-mask-more-effective-coronavirus/?source=nl.

Doing Good For Your Age - What Does That Mean?

Cycling Magazine recently published an article on the effect of aging on cyclist’s maintaining
their competitive ability with their younger peers, whether that be competitive racers versus
those who are recreational cyclists - https://www.cyclingweekly.com/news/latest-news/whatcounts-as-good-for-your-age-488162. The article is packed full of technical data as well as
anecdotes about 85 year old male cyclist who is still riding ten mile competitions in 23+ minutes
and a 70 year old female cyclist doing 50 miles in 2 hours 20 minutes. One interesting
comment is that cyclists lose their physical abilities more slowly than do runners. Enjoy!

Links to Interesting Articles
Bikes over Cars: The Future of Transportation

An article from the Bicycle Warehouse focusing on the value of cycles for impacting the
environment with an emphasis on e-bikes: https://bicyclewarehouse.com/blogs/news/bikesover-cars-the-future-of-transportation?utm_campaign=National%20Sunday%202-28-2021%20%20Strada%20%28W9G3Xq%29&utm_medium=email&utm_source=%5BKL%5D%20Active%20
Subscribers%20120%20Day%20Engaged&_ke=eyJrbF9jb21wYW55X2lkIjogIk1yazlFNiIsICJrbF9lb
WFpbCI6ICJ0b20ud2lsc3RlZEB1Y29ubi5lZHUifQ%3D%3D

From E-bikes to the Beatles

Gomi, a British company, is recycling used batteries into portable Blue-tooth speakers from
retired Lime rental E-bikes. For only $138 you too can have a bike powered speaker in your
home and listen to your favorite Beatles album - https://www.msn.com/enus/news/technology/limes-old-e-bike-batteries-are-being-upcycled-into-portable-speakers/arBB1e9nst.

In Case You or a Friend/Spouse/Partner Need Reasons to Go Cycling
Here are twelve good reasons that cycling is good for you:
https://bicyclewarehouse.com/blogs/news/the-benefits-ofbiking?utm_campaign=National%20Thursday%202-25-2021%20Page 8

%20Venture%202%20%28RaNVsJ%29&utm_medium=email&utm_source=%5BKL%5D%20Activ
e%20Subscribers%20120%20Day%20Engaged&_ke=eyJrbF9jb21wYW55X2lkIjogIk1yazlFNiIsICJr
bF9lbWFpbCI6ICJ0b20ud2lsc3RlZEB1Y29ubi5lZHUifQ%3D%3D

Bike/s for Sale
Scott Metrix
27 speed, aluminum alloy. Like new
Originally $800, asking price $450.
For more information, contact: E-mail: bobostergaard.bo@gmail.com, Phone: 952 215 7714
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Riding Without Trauma by Hank Deutsch, Club President
No doubt most observers in Green Valley have experienced the obvious rise in the number of
local cyclists. While many are riding road bikes, we are also seeing many more mountain and
electric bikes, recumbents, tandems and tricycles in the area.
This increasing number of cyclists taken together with increase in motorized traffic along with
rider’s age, physical condition, distracted driving, phone use and other drivers’ maladies often
results in trauma and danger for cycling enthusiasts.
Recently the Tucson Daily Star had a front page feature article on the sharp increase in trafficcrash deaths in the nation. The National Safety Council estimated 42,060 persons were killed
in vehicle crashes in 2020. This was an 8% increase over 2019 and cyclists are part of the tragic
statistic.
Cyclists need to be extra cautious when riding. Most do! They wear helmets, have highly
visible clothing, ride well maintained cycles, and have front and rear taillights.
The GVR Cycling Club is dedicated to assertive cycle safety and will continue to have safety
programs so we can confidently state, “We ride STRONG, SAFELY, and VIGILANTLY!”

Last Chance to Renew
We want to thank all of you who have renewed your membership for 2021. If your renewal is
still in a drawer or somewhere in the back of your mind, take this time to renew now! Dues
renewal is easy. First, go to the Membership page and click to fill out the form. It’s amazing how
many of you change your address, GVR# or preferences each year. Then, choose a payment
option. You can mail a check for $10 to: GVR Cycling Club, PO Box 326, Green Valley, AZ 85622
or if you prefer using a credit card ($11 for single, or $21 for dual membership), go to our online
payment site: https://www.gvrcycling.org/membership.html#/

Women’s History Month – Six Cycling Pioneers
In celebration of Women’s History Month, Bikepacking magazine carried an article on women
movers and shakers in the early bike world - https://bikepacking.com/plog/rad-women-ofbikepacking-part1/?utm_source=bikebits&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20210317_BikeBits. The article
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includes six women cyclists from the 19th and 20th centuries who were less known individuals
contributing to the development of our cycling world.

Bike Fitting: Another Take!
Bicycling recently carried an article on ten myths about bicycling fitting. It provides lots of
information and insight: https://www.bicycling.com/skills-tips/a20018105/10-bike-fit-mythsbusted/?source=nl

The Power of Posture by Jay Tapper
Your body takes the shape of the positions toward which we gravitate the most and many of
those positions are very similar. Sitting in your favorite chair, using a computer, eating, driving
and cycling all cause you to be in a slouching posture. This slouching position carries over to
your walking and standing. You may also have inherited postures from your parents and
relatives. When you next see a family member notice whether their posture is similar to you or
to each other.
Poor posture (slouching) is easier and takes less energy than good posture. However, it causes
muscle imbalance in our bodies. This imbalance (strong versus weak muscles and flexible
versus inflexible muscles) can cause muscle discomfort and potential short or long-term injury.
See the attached handout on ways to improve your posture. One of the best ways to improve
your posture is to observe people around you and when you see poor posture, correct your
own!
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Road Hazards and Safety by Diane Sawyer
Most sports take place in a limited area where conditions can be controlled but this is not true
of cycling. The open road presents many hazards including changing weather, road conditions,
and traffic levels. These factors make it critical for cyclists to be attentive to their surroundings.
When we get on our bikes we are responsible for our own safety. So what things should we be
looking for both before and during our rides that will help to keep us safe while riding?
1.

Maintain Your Bike
Be sure you have maintained your bike so that the brakes, tires and cables will respond
when you need them. You can’t stop well with bald tires, worn brake pads or frayed
cables. Checking your tires for bits of glass and sharp objects after a ride can help you
avoid a flat on your next ride. Check the brake pads for wear and cables for fraying at
least a couple of times a year. I am a person that applies her brakes frequently as I don’t
like going too fast on downhill roads. As a result I need new brake pads every year when
my bike gets a tune-up.

2.

Stay Attentive
It’s easy to daydream on your bike. Such inattention can lead to running into a stopped
car or pedestrian, to miss a stop sign or red light, or wander into the traffic lane. This is
especially true as we tire on long rides, our head drops and we start looking at the road
right in front of us instead of seeing things further ahead.

3.

Use Extra Caution at Railroad Tracks, Cattle Guards, and Grates
Arizona has some hazards not often found in other parts of the country. Cattle guards
are one of these. When you cross a cattle guard slow down a bit and aim the tire so
that you are riding across at a 90 degree angle. Railroad tracks are a similar hazard and
roads sometimes cross the track at an angle making riding across them at a 90 degree
angle difficult and require greater caution. All metal objects are naturally slippery but
are even more dangerous when wet so extra caution is advised during rain or heavy
dew. If your tire slips between into a cattle guard or between railroad tracks you will
find yourself instantly on the ground with the potential for major injuries so caution is
ALWAYS advised.

4.

Watch Out for Road Debris, Potholes and Other Road Irregularities
I learned about road debris on a bike trip across country. I had at least twenty flats on
that ride. What I learned is that the wire from truck tire retreads and broken glass are
found in abundance in highway bike lanes. Ride over one and you will most likely have a
flat. Also avoid potholes if possible and if you can’t avoid them slow down to a crawl.
Failing to ride around a pothole can result in a bent wheel rim or a pinch flat.
Remember if you are riding with others point to these obstacles so they can avoid them.

5. Arizona Sand and Rainstorms
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While other parts of the country may have wet leaves on roadways, Arizona offers a
different hazard – sand. Following wind or rain storms, sand is often found on
roadways. Light layers of sand may not be noticeable as you turn a corner until your
wheels slide sideways and you find yourself on the ground. Sand is also found in dips in
the road following major rainstorms and trying to ride through deep sand may cause a
wheel to turn causing another accident. Walking through deep sand is safer than an
accident. While we can usually choose when we ride, cyclists should be especially
careful if caught in a heavy rainstorm. Avoid riding into deep, running water. Bikes and
riders can get washed away and the deep water may hide rocks or other debris below
the surface resulting in an accident.
Paying attention to our surroundings during a ride can be the difference between arriving home
safe and invigorated or taking an ambulance ride to the emergency room. Be careful and be
safe!

Group Riding Opportunities in Green Valley
While the GVR Cycling Club does not organize or sponsor group rides there are
several ad hoc riding groups in Green Valley. A link to a partial listing of these groups
can be found on the GVR Cycling Club web site on the home page at
https://www.gvrcycling.org/#/ . This list provides information on riding speed,
distance and the day of the week that they ride. Each of these groups have their own
email list. Contact information for the group leaders is provided. If you have
questions or want to get on an email list contact the ride leader.

Shoes and Jerseys: Paying More for Less?
Have you ever gone into a store to try on a team racing jersey only to find that it barely covers
your mid-section and shows every bulge while a mid-price REI jersey of the same size fits just
fine? Cycling Weekly recently looked at the same issue for cycling shoes asking why less pricey
models were built for wider feet while high end racing shoes seemed designed for persons with
four toes. It’s an interesting question and for some answers, go to:
https://www.roadbikerider.com/how-to-survive-road-hazards-d1/.

Bicyclists Do It Better
A 2018 article in the Aging Cell describes a study comparing the health of 125 active cyclists
aged 55 to 79 with 75 non-exercisers 57-80 and 55 non-exercisers aged 20-36. The study found
that the cycling group had better immunity, larger and stronger muscles and better use of
oxygen. For more details, go to: https://www.roadbikerider.com/cyclists-age-better/.

Lobbying on Behalf of Cycling
When you get frustrated about the lack of cycling lanes, or laws affecting cycling, do you say to
yourself, “I ought to do something about that?” To make changes, we usually have to lobby
some organization – a town, a county, the state, or the federal government. Writing a letter
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isn’t usually enough, we need to lobby. If you want to learn more about what lobbying is and
how to do it, the League of American Cyclists is holding a free, online workshop on April 16 th.
For more information and to register, go to:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdIOyJG5d6vPq1ayNG3QcFQlZOcimqkCFYJumvPFhJ7MphNA/viewform.

Today’s Photo
Do you throw away old sneakers when they wear out or, like me, put them on the shelf and
keep them just in case you need an old pair of shoes for painting or gardening? If you have a
shelf full of old sneakers, the photo below illustrates how those sneakers can be put to good
use for your future cycling adventures.

How Often Do You Hear It Said, “It’s Too Cold to Ride Today?”
If you think it’s too cold to ride when it is 45 degrees, you should live in Oulu, Finland, located in
the sub-arctic north. The average winter temperature there is 5 degrees with five months of
snow cover each year. However, local cyclists are undaunted by the cold and snow and are
strongly supported by the local community. This begins with 480 miles of bike trails and in
winter, bike trails get snow plowing priority over regular roads. Nearly 10% of all winter trips
by residents are done by bicycle. To read more about biking in the REAL COLD, go to:
https://www.euronews.com/2021/01/22/meet-the-bike-loving-finnish-city-that-keepspedalling-even-in-thesnow?utm_source=bikebits&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20210303_BikeBits

Rules of the Road: Good News and Bad
All cyclists should/do know that cycle riders are governed by the same rules and laws that apply
to automobiles. This means that cycles are allowed on all the roads used by cars and we are
not second-class citizens in that regard. At the same time, cyclists must follow the same rules
as cars, yield at corners with signs, obey traffic signals, or stop at railroad crossings when the
gates are down. A seasoned cyclist in Miami decided that he could go around the closed gates
and “beat” the drawbridge starting to open ahead of him https://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/bicyclist-falls-death-beat-miami-drawbridge-76531679.
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The bridge opened while he was trying to cross and he fell to his death between the bridge and
the road. When you are tempted to break a rule like stopping at a railroad gate or a similar
safety device, remember the same rules apply to cycles as to cars and the rules are there for a
reason.

How Many Miles a Year?
A recent article by cycling Coach John Hughes in The Road Rider describes Elizabeth Wickes’
goal of riding 7,500 miles during her 75th year. Her long-distance riding can be an inspiration to
all of us. For more information, go to: https://www.roadbikerider.com/7500-miles-in-2019/.

Links to Other Interesting Articles
When You Can Only Get There by Plane
Cyclist Ryan Wilson has been documenting his adventure cycling travels through the Andes
Mountains of South America in an online biking magazine/blog called The Radavist:
https://theradavist.com/radar/. In the latest installment, he describes trying to find a wrench
large enough to tighten his bike’s crank arms to traveling to Patagonia’s southern ice fields by
small plane. Great story and great photos: https://theradavist.com/2019/07/the-carreteraaustral-and-the-bushplane/?utm_source=bikebits&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20210303_BikeBits

Thinking about Pedals
If you are questioning which is the right pedal for you or thinking about switching, the Bicycle
Warehouse has a long article describing various pedal options and which might be better in a
particular situation: https://bicyclewarehouse.com/blogs/news/how-to-choose-the-best-bikepedals?utm_campaign=National%20Thursday%203-11-2021%20%20Pedals%20%28TpNtjZ%29&utm_medium=email&utm_source=%5BKL%5D%20Active%20Su
bscribers%20120%20Day%20Engaged&_ke=eyJrbF9jb21wYW55X2lkIjogIk1yazlFNiIsICJrbF9lbW
FpbCI6ICJ0b20ud2lsc3RlZEB1Y29ubi5lZHUifQ%3D%3D.

To Tubeless or Not to Tubeless
Many riders are turning to tubeless tires to try avoiding punctures or thinking about it.
Mountain cyclists have adapted to tubeless more quickly than roadies and gravel bikes are not
far behind. A recent article in Road Bike Action Magazine gives background and the pros and
cons on tubeless tires: https://roadbikeaction.com/everything-you-need-to-know-before-youtry-road-tubeless-2/.

Another Sign of Cycling’s Growing Popularity
Bicycling Retailer magazine notes that bicycle imports from January 2020 to January 2021 were
up 49% while the average value of the bikes dropped https://www.bicycleretailer.com/studies-reports/2021/03/07/bike-imports-49-january-37-last12-months#.YEtgAFVKhaQ. It is hard to predict whether the popularity of cycling will continue
once the pandemic has lessened but we can only hope.
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A Humorous but On-point Look at Bike Safety
Canada’s Dalhousie University has released a short bike safety video on YouTube. Have a look
and enjoy: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_iJIq5yTcA.

Bike/s for Sale
1982 Fuji
Lightweight steel racing frame. 52cm, 9 speed Ultegra drive train, SPD pedals. $250
For more information, contact: E-mail: rye812@gmail.com

Bike Maintenance Items
Getting serious about bike maintenance. Here are some tools you will need.
Bike work stand - $100.00. Bicycle wheel trueing stand -$100
For more information, contact: E-mail: rye812@gmail.com
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